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Abstract

Leads are linear-like structures of open water within the sea ice cover that develop
as the result of fracturing due to divergence or shear. Through leads, air and water
come into contact and directly exchange latent and sensible heat through convective
processes driven by the large temperature and moisture differences between them. In5

the central Arctic, leads only cover 1 to 2 % of the ocean during winter, but account
for more than 80 % of the heat fluxes. Furthermore, narrow leads (several meters)
are more than twice as efficient at transmitting turbulent heat than larger ones (several
hundreds of meters). We show that lead widths are power law distributed, P (X ) ∼
X−a with a > 1, down to very small spatial scales (20 m or below). This implies that10

the open water fraction is by far dominated by very small leads. Using two classical
formulations, which provide first order turbulence closure for the fetch-dependence of
heat fluxes, we find that the mean heat fluxes (sensible and latent) over open water
are up to 55 % larger when considering the lead width distribution obtained from a
SPOT satellite image of the ice cover, compared to the situation where the open water15

fraction constitutes one unique large lead and the rest of the area is covered by ice,
as it is usually considered in climate models at the grid scale. This difference may be
even larger if we assume that the power law scaling of lead widths extents down to
smaller (∼1 m) scales. Such estimations may be a first step towards a subgrid scale
parameterization of the spatial distribution of open water for heat fluxes calculations in20

ocean/sea ice coupled models.

1 Introduction

Sea ice is a fundamental component of the climate of polar regions. In the Arctic, the
sea ice cover extends from about 5×106 km2 at the end of summer to 14×106 km2 in
winter. Sea ice is not homogeneous and drifts, deforms and fractures as the result of25

external forcing (wind, ocean currents). Leads develop as elongated cracks of open
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water in the ice cover due to divergence or shear in the sea ice motion, even in winter.
Other processes, e.g. warm water upwelling at a particular location can also lead to an
open water area within the ice pack, but we consider only fracture-induced leads in this
study. Several studies have detected leads with remote sensing methods at a relatively
large spatial resolution (Miles and Barry, 1998; Lindsay and Rothrock, 1995). In the5

Arctic, leads cover from 1–2 % in the winter to 5–12 % in summer of the total ice cover
(Fichefet and Maqueda, 1995). The positive trends in Arctic sea ice velocity and strain
rates reported by Rampal et al. (2009), which related to increasing sea ice fracturation,
may imply an increasing role of sea ice leads in heat transfer over the Artic Ocean in
the future.10

Although the area of these openings is relatively small during winter, leads are of
major importance for the heat balance. Through leads, air and water come into contact
and directly exchange latent and sensible heat through convective processes driven by
the large temperature difference between them (up to 30–40 ◦C in winter). In summer,
leads also play a large role in the absorption of UV radiation due to the low albedo of15

open water (<0.1), compared to the albedo of multi year sea ice (>0.60) (Fichefet and
Maqueda, 1995). The heat fluxes between open water and the atmosphere are orders
of magnitudes larger than through thick ice: turbulent heat fluxes (sensible and latent
ones) are less than 5 W m−2 over multi-year ice and can be up to 600 W m−2 over open
water (Fichefet and Maqueda, 1995).20

The variability of the sea ice fracturation could have a large impact on climate: as an
example, for a sea ice cover with an open water fraction as little as 0.5 %, this fraction
will contribute for about half of total thermal energy transfer between the ocean and
the atmosphere (Heil and Hibler, 2002). In a modeling study, Lüpkes et al. (2008b)
have found that a change of the lead fraction by 1 % could cause a near-surface air25

temperature signal of up to 3.5 K under clear-sky conditions during polar night. They
have also found that most of the heat released by leads was absorbed by the snow on
nearby sea ice. In spring, such warming of sea ice may induce a positive feedback by
favoring surface melt and creating more openings, which in turn would release more
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heat in the atmosphere (Ledley, 1988).
Although climate modelers have been aware of the importance of leads in the heat

balance of the polar regions, model parameterizations only take into account the sea
ice concentration averaged at the grid scale and not the subgrid spatial distribution of
open water. The surface in most models’ grid boxes is considered to be the combina-5

tion of two separated areas: one covered by ice and one covered by water. Heat fluxes
are calculated separately over each area (Bitz et al., 2001; Gordon and O’Farrell, 2010;
Goosse and Fichefet, 1999; Vavrus, 1995, etc.), using bulk formulae that are propor-
tional to the temperature difference ∆T between the surface and the atmosphere at a
certain height (typically 10 m) and to a turbulent exchange coefficient C, derived empir-10

ically, that usually depends on the stability of the atmosphere above and the roughness
of the surface, but not on the lead width distribution:

H ∼C∆T (1)

The formulation of C relies on Monin-Obukhov similarity (Monin and Obukhov, 1954),
but because there are several empirical formulations, the studies have slightly different15

coefficients and provide different results. Other studies chose to take into account the
sea ice concentration in another way: Harvey (1988) has used a dependence of C as
a 2nd order polynomial function of the sea ice concentration.

However, the actual lead distribution is very different from what is assumed in these
models. The sea ice lead patterns are characterized by scale invariance (Weiss, 2003;20

Weiss and Marsan, 2004). As illustrated below, lead spacings and widths are power
law distributed down to very small spatial scales, P (X )∼X−a with a> 1. This implies
that the open water fraction is dominated by very small leads of the order of tens of
meters or less, as the contribution of leads of width X scales as X P (X )∼X−(a−1), i.e.
strongly decreases with increasing width. At this scale, the discontinuity between water25

and ice leads to the creation of a boundary layer whose depth and temperature depend
heavily on the lead width (Venkatram, 1977; Stull, 1988). Alam and Curry (1997) and
Andreas and Cash (1999) have proposed formulations of heat fluxes as functions of
lead width based on several data sets.
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In this study, we will use these formulations and combine them with a distribution of
lead widths in a real case study to estimate the heat fluxes at the scale of a model grid
box (∼60×60 km2). Then we will compare these heat fluxes to the bulk formulae used
in large coupled models and GCMs.

2 Lead-width dependence of turbulent heat fluxes5

2.1 Physical process

The sensible and latent heat fluxes occurring between sea ice and the atmosphere
in the Arctic are largely dominated by the heat fluxes over open water: leads or
polynyas. Through them, cold dry air and water directly exchange latent and sensi-
ble heat through convective processes. When air travels from a cooler (i.e. ice) to a10

warmer (i.e. water) surface, a convective thermal internal boundary layer (TIBL) forms
and deepens with distance downwind of the surface discontinuity or fetch Xf (Stull,
1988). Turbulence is vigorous in the TIBL and is driven by vertical wind shear (forced
convection) and difference of buoyancy between warm air near the surface and cold
air above it (free convection). The top of the TIBL is relatively sharp and well-defined;15

Venkatram (1977) has suggested that the depth h of the TIBL that develops after a
surface discontinuity depends on the fetch Xf as

h=K

(
|θ̄sea ice− θ̄water|

Γ
Xf

)1/2

(2)

where Γ is the vertical potential-temperature gradient immediately over the TIBL,
θ̄sea ice and θ̄water are the mean surface potential temperatures over ice and water,20

respectively, and K depends on the drag and entrainment coefficients and is often
assumed to be constant.

As the column of air advects over water, it gets warmer and more humid, hence the
temperature and humidity differences between the air and the water surface lessen
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(Fig. 1). The sensible (Hs) and latent (Hl) heat fluxes are proportional to the tempera-
ture and humidity differences respectively, and thus decrease with increasing fetch.

2.2 Analytical formulations of heat fluxes

The dependence of Hs and Hl to the fetch Xf is difficult to estimate and has been
the focus of several studies (Alam and Curry, 1997; Andreas and Cash, 1999). Both5

studies provide first order turbulence closure.
The Andreas and Cash (1999)’s method is mostly based on data fitting from differ-

ent sets of measurements: the ALEX set (Andreas et al., 1979), which comes from
measurements over natural and artificial leads with relatively short over-water fetch,
the Smith et al. (1983) set, which comes from measurements over a semipermanent10

polynya in the Canadian Archipelago with larger fetch, and the Makshtas and Podgomy
(1991) set, which comes from measurements over a refrozen polynya at drifting station
North Pole 23.

The Alam and Curry (1997)’s method is more of a theoretical approach based on the
Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (Monin and Obukhov, 1954) and the surface renewal15

theory as described by Brutsaert (1975), and uses the ALEX data to determine some
empirical constants.

Both methods give formulae for the heat fluxes as a function of fetch Xf. In this
section, note the indices f that refer to formulae which are function of fetch Xf. The
sensible heat fluxes over a lead of width X will then be calculated by integrating these20

fluxes from fetch 0 to fetch X , e.g.:

Hs(X )=
1
X

∫ X
0
Hsf

(Xf)dXf (3)

The latent heat fluxes Hl over a lead of width X will be calculated the same way from the
fetch dependent latent heat fluxes Hlf

calculated using the Andreas and Cash (1999)’s
method.25

We first present the two studies briefly, and then use their results in the next section.
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2.2.1 Andreas and Cash (1999)’s method

Andreas and Cash (1999) have developed an algorithm for computing sensible and
latent heat transfer in fetch-limited conditions. They have used the heat flux definitions
for free convection conditions that are valid for large fetch:

Hsf
(Xf)=C∗ρcpD

∆T
∆zT

(4)5

Hlf
(Xf)=C∗ρLvDw

∆Q
∆zQ

(5)

where ∆zT and ∆zQ are two length scales for heat and humidity, respectively, that take
into account the viscosity of air and the buoyancy difference between the surface and
the altitude r (see Appendix A), ρ is the air density, cp is the specific heat of air at
constant pressure, Lv is the latent heat of evaporation, D and Dw are the molecular10

diffusivities of heat and water vapor in air, respectively, and ∆T = Ts−Tr , ∆Q=Qs−Qr ,
changes in heat and humidity, respectively, between surface s and altitude r . Note that
the altitude r corresponds to the first level of measurements in the atmosphere.

In the case of large fetch, the empirical non-dimensional coefficient C∗ is a constant,
but the authors have determined C∗ as a function of stability, which allows them to gen-15

eralize the fluxes formulae (4, 5) to the transition between free and forced convection,
thus being useful for smaller fetch. Note that C∗ is used to calculate both sensible and
latent heat fluxes. It is estimated with the lead and polynya data, and the best fit leads
to the law:

C∗ =
0.3

0.4−h/L
+0.15 (6)20

where h is the TIBL depth in meters as a function of fetch Xf:

h=0.82 ln(Xf )+0.02 (7)
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and L is the Obukhov length. L is a length scale of stability, it is negative for unstable
stratification and its magnitude increases with instability (see Appendix A). This formu-
lation of the TIBL depth comes from lead and polynyas data (Fig. 1 of Andreas and
Cash, 1999) and has a different form from Eq. (2) which was a more general formula-
tion for the TIBL depth after a surface discontinuity.5

This method has been compared to the method developed in Andreas and Murphy
(1986) and is valuable for wind speeds at height 2 m between 1 and 7 m s−1. The
limit of validity of the Andreas and Cash (1999)’s approach for small leads is difficult
to estimate, as the key parameter used by these authors is h

L , not Xf. On Fig. 6 of
Andreas and Cash (1999), Eq. (6) reasonably fits the data only for h

L > 0.2. In our10

analysis below, |L| ≤ 1, so – using Eq. (7) – the formulation is expected to be valid for
lead widths X larger than several meters. The main advantage of this method over the
one described in Andreas and Murphy (1986) is that it is purely analytical and does
not require iteration. However, the flux formulae depend heavily on the Eq. (6) for C∗
and Eq. (7) for h. These equations have been fitted on the data available (Figs. 115

and 6 of Andreas and Cash, 1999). A large part of the variability of these data is not
explained by these fits and more measurements should be made to better constrain
these formulae.

2.2.2 Alam and Curry (1997)’s method

Alam and Curry (1997) have developed an algorithm which is mainly based on the20

theory of Monin-Obukhov similarity. They only calculate the turbulent flux of sensible
heat:

Hsf
=−ρcpu∗T∗ (8)

T∗ and u∗ are the Monin-Obukhov similarity scaling parameters for temperature and
horizontal wind speed that correspond to the following empirical profiles for velocity25
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and temperature in the surface layer:

Tr −Ts

T∗
=

Prt

k

(
ln

(
r
z0T

)
−ΨT

)
(9)

ur −us

u∗
=

Prt

k

(
ln
(

r
z0

)
−Ψu

)
(10)

where Tr and ur (resp. Ts and us) are the temperature and wind speed at altitude
r (resp. at the surface), Prt = 0.85 is the turbulent Prandtl number, z0 and z0T

are5

the surface roughness lengths for momentum and heat, respectively, and Ψu and ΨT
the respective stability functions, which are non-dimensional functions of r/L. These
functions follow the formulation of Benoit (1977) for unstable conditions.

The surface roughness length for momentum z0 is calculated using a model based
on the model described by Bourassa et al. (2001). It takes into account the state of the10

water surface and particularly the nature of the waves at the surface (smooth surface,
capillary waves or gravity waves). The surface roughness length for sensible heat z0T
uses the surface renewal theory by Clayson et al. (1996) (see Appendix).

The fit on the ALEX data is done through the introduction of the coefficient cconv
which influences the surface renewal timescale and therefore the surface roughness15

length for sensible heat z0T
:

cconv =min

11

(
Xfg

u2
r

)0.8

,200

 (11)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity.
The two numbers 11 and 200 are empirical and are determined to fit the ALEX data

as well as possible. Alam and Curry (1997) have proposed calculations of sensible20

heat fluxes down to 1 m-wide leads.
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2.3 Comparison of the two methods

The methods by Alam and Curry (1997) and Andreas and Cash (1999) give heat fluxes
of similar magnitude but they have a different dependence upon lead width. Figure 2
shows the sensible heat fluxes computed by both methods in case of low wind speed
and high atmospheric temperature (dashed lines: small fluxes) and in case of high5

wind and low atmospheric temperature (solid lines: large fluxes). For both methods,
fluxes decrease strongly with increasing lead width (from 1000–1100 W m−2 to 500–
550 W m−2 for large fluxes and from 100–250 W m−2 to 60–80 W m−2 for small fluxes).
However, Andreas and Cash (1999)’s method has a much stronger dependence on
lead width with very steep variations of heat flux for narrow leads (1–25 m). We’ll see in10

Sect. 3 that the lead width distribution follows a power law P (X )∼X−a, therefore small
leads are by far the most numerous and we expect the sensible heat fluxes calculated
with this method to have an even stronger dependence on the distribution of leads.

However, this method is less sensitive to the change in background atmospheric
conditions than Alam and Curry (1997)’s: Alam and Curry (1997)’s heat fluxes are15

equal to only 40–70 % of Andreas and Cash (1999)’s for small fluxes but are relatively
larger (90–120 %) for large fluxes.

Although Alam and Curry (1997) have used a parameterization via cconv that affects
indirectly T∗ and thus Hf to fit to the same data that Andreas and Cash (1999) followed,
Alam and Curry (1997)’s model depends mostly on stability theory. This way, it is more20

sensitive to the variations of meteorological conditions. On the other hand, Andreas
and Cash (1999)’s purpose is to fit data that is a function of fetch, so their method
is more sensitive to variation of fetch and thus lead width, and less to background
conditions.

It is interesting to note that they both show a strong dependence of the sensible heat25

flux to the lead-width – and the same is true for the latent heat flux. With this result in
mind, it seems obvious that the lead-width dependence of these fluxes will impact the
total heat fluxes in sea ice models or GCMs that consider simplified representations of
open water distribution at the grid scale.
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3 Heat fluxes for a distribution of lead widths

3.1 Presentation of the case

We have chosen to consider a real case to compare the heat fluxes calculated using
either a method that takes into account the lead-width distribution or a method that
does not.5

Our analysis of lead width distribution is based on a greyscale satellite SPOT image
(visible wavelengths) of the sea ice cover of size 5977×6618 pixels taken 6 April 1996
(i.e. early spring), centered around 80◦11′ N, 108◦33′ W covering 60×66 km2 with a
resolution of L0 = 10.0 m pixel−1 (Fig. 3a). As in Weiss and Marsan (2004), we convert
this greyscale image to a binary one of only water or ice. The threshold is determined10

after analyzing the luminance distribution of the image (see Fig. 3b). The three peaks
associated to leads correspond to different states of refreezing over the three largest
leads. There seems to be a clear distinction between the peak associated to ice and
the ones associated to leads.

By converting the image to a binary one, this method does not differentiate open15

water from frazil or snow-free ice, which may have an impact on the value of the heat
fluxes (Pinto et al., 2003). Ridges due to convergence may appear dark grey as the
result of shade and therefore could be assimilated to open water although they are
regions of thick ice (Weiss and Marsan, 2004). However, we assume that this does
not significantly affect our results. Moreover, we will use two different thresholds: 11520

(Fig. 3c) and 125 (Fig. 3d) to estimate the sensitivity of the arbitrary choice of the
threshold on our results.

To simulate heat fluxes, we determine lead distributions by choosing 500 random
vertical or horizontal transects along Fig. 3a. Although fractures seems to have prefer-
ential directions, Fig. 4 shows that in the range 20–2000 m, the lead width distribution25

follows a power law P (X )∼X−a with a very similar exponent for vertical and horizon-
tal transects: a= 2.1 (vertical transects) and a= 2.3 (horizontal transects) for th=115
and a = 2.5 (vertical transects) and a = 2.6 (horizontal transects) for th=125. The
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exponents and their uncertainties (all less than 10−2) are calculated according to the
methodology proposed by Clauset et al. (2009). Lindsay and Rothrock (1995), using
radiometer (AVHRR) images, also determined that the number of leads of width X was
following a power law, but with a different exponent: a∼ 1.6. However, the scale range
in their study was much larger (leads of 1–50 km, resolution 1 km), and the different5

exponents may indicate that the width distribution may not be entirely scale invariant
from the meter to the tens of kilometers scales, but that there may be different regimes
for lead widths below and above the kilometer scale.

The few outliers for wide (>2000 m) leads are due to what seems the largest lead
on the image, and its effect will be negligible due to the repetition of 500 simulations10

and the fact that heat fluxes are not sensitive to variations of lead width over several
hundreds of meters as we have seen above. By determining heat fluxes using 500
random transects, we get rid of the spatial variability of the SPOT image and have a
more generalized distribution. The agreement between vertical and horizontal distribu-
tions shows that the power law is essentially isotropic, and therefore our analysis only15

weakly depends on the direction of the local wind with respect to the lead pattern.
Using these 500 lead distributions, we can calculate the mean heat fluxes for an

average transect using formulae from Sect. 2. The contribution to heat flux from the ice
cover is very low (∼10 W m−2); for clarity purposes, we only consider the mean heat
fluxes over open water and not over ice in all our calculations.20

We then compare these results to the turbulent fluxes calculated using the same
formulae, but assuming that all the open water constitutes one large lead and the rest
of the grid is covered by ice, as in climate models. This representation will be referred
to as “open”.

We will also compare these to the turbulent fluxes calculated in the CLIO model25

(Coupled Large-scale Ice Ocean). It results from the coupling of a sea ice model and
an ocean model both built at the Institut d’Astronomie et de Géophysique G. Lemaı̂tre,
Louvain-la-Neuve (ASTR). CLIO is a state of the art model representative of coupled
ocean/sea ice models used in current GCMs. Goosse et al. (2000) detail how the
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turbulent heat fluxes are calculated in CLIO: they have chosen to follow the work of
Oberhuber (1988) that relies on widely accepted parameterizations which have a global
validity. Then they have adapted their results to approach a global heat balance and
to have reasonable heat transport in the ocean. Their calculation does not take into
account the distribution of lead widths in their grid, and is representative of what is used5

in current GCMs (see Appendix C).

3.2 Influence of lead width on mean heat fluxes

Tables 1 and 2 show the sensible and latent heat fluxes calculated from the different
methods, for different conditions of wind speed and temperature difference typical of
the Arctic winter, and assuming different distributions of lead width.10

For all conditions of wind and temperature, we can see that the two distributions due
to the different thresholds (115 or 125) give very similar results, with differences less
than 4 % (using Andreas and Cash, 1999’s method) and less than 8 % (using Alam
and Curry, 1997’s). The heat fluxes calculated for the (th=125) distribution are slightly
larger than those for (th=115). As we have seen in the previous section, the exponent15

of the power law distribution is larger for (th=125) therefore the smaller leads are even
more numerous in this case than for (th=115), and because they produce larger heat
fluxes, the overall heat fluxes are larger. We can also see that the fluxes calculated
from a real distribution of leads are larger than those calculated assuming the “open”
representation. This difference is about 25–40 % for the fluxes using Andreas and20

Cash (1999)’s method and is relatively independent of the background conditions. On
the other hand, the effect of the distribution on Alam and Curry (1997)’s method has
a different influence depending on the background conditions, and especially the wind
speed. The heat fluxes calculated using Alam and Curry (1997)’s method for a real
distribution are 13–15 % larger than for an “open” representation for weak winds (u=25

3 m s−1), but are 45–55 % larger for strong winds (u=7 m s−1).
As expected, the sensible heat fluxes calculated using the Andreas and Cash

(1999)’s method are less sensitive to the change of background conditions. They are
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larger than Alam and Curry (1997)’s for weak wind and temperature difference (sen-
sible heat flux of 102–106 W m−2 (Andreas and Cash, 1999) and 65–67 W m−2 (Alam
and Curry, 1997) for ∆T = 10 ◦C and u= 3 m s−1) and smaller for strong wind and tem-
perature difference (sensible heat flux of 728–755 W m−2 (Andreas and Cash, 1999)
and 819–885 W m−2 (Alam and Curry, 1997) for ∆T =40 ◦C and u=7 m s−1).5

3.3 Comparison to an ocean model

We can see that our calculations using Alam and Curry (1997)’s and CLIO’s formula-
tions find very similar fluxes. Even if they both use Monin-Obukhov similarity theory and
therefore are as sensitive to the background conditions, it is surprising to find that their
differences are almost exactly balanced, although Alam and Curry (1997)’s method10

takes into account the lead distribution – and in the previous section, we saw that the
heat flux dependence on lead width distribution was quite important – and CLIO does
not. The agreement between our calculations using Andreas and Cash (1999)’s and
CLIO’s methods is poor and has the same reasons as explained earlier: Andreas and
Cash (1999)’s is not as sensitive to the background conditions and increases less with15

instability. Overall, the heat fluxes calculated from the CLIO parameterization are in
better agreement with our calculations taking into account the lead distribution than
our previous calculations assuming the “open” representation. This may be due to an
adjustment of the CLIO parameterizations to have reasonable values for heat fluxes.
We will see in the next section that this apparent agreement may be partly fortuitous.20

Indeed, our calculations heavily depend on the distribution of lead widths, and partic-
ularly on the lower bound to power law scaling, which was imposed in our analysis by
the resolution of the SPOT image (10 m).

3.3.1 Sensitivity to the distribution

We have seen in the previous section that the lead distribution in our case study follows25

a power law P (X ) ∼X−a with 2.1 ≤ a≤ 2.6 for leads wider than 20 m, a lower bound
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imposed by the resolution L0 = 10 m of the SPOT image. Therefore, we expect this
cutoff to have little physical significance. We are not aware of other lead width statistics
at this resolution. We have seen earlier that Lindsay and Rothrock (1995) have found
a power law P (X )∼X−a with a= 1.60±0.18, but their resolution is 1 km. This could
mean either that the lead width distribution is not strictly scale invariant from the tens of5

meters to the tens of kilometers, or that some variability on the exponent a might exist.
More analysis at various resolutions would be needed to answer this question.

To test the sensitivity of our flux calculations to the distribution of lead widths, we have
created artificial distributions following the power law P (X ) ∼ X−a by picking 50 000

numbers X = L0(1− r)
1

1−a where r is a pseudo-random number between 0 and 1 fol-10

lowing an uniform law, and L0 is the smallest lead resolved in our calculations, i.e. the
resolution. We will first consider L0 = 10m as imposed by the resolution of the SPOT
satellite image.

First, we have tested the sensitivity of the results to a change of 35 % in the exponent
a of the power law: from 1.6 to 3.6 (Fig. 5). Doing so, we are simulating a lead width15

distribution with an exponent comparable to the one found by Lindsay and Rothrock
(1995). When a increases, the distribution is shifted towards the narrow leads, which
are more efficient at transferring turbulent heat, therefore Hs(a=3.2)

Hs(a=2.4) > 1. And similarly
Hs(a=1.6)
Hs(a=2.4) <1.

We can see that, for a lower bound L0 = 10 m, the heat fluxes are somewhat sen-20

sitive to a change in a. A change of ±35 % in the exponent a results in a change of
about ±25 % in the heat fluxes. Moreover, this difference only weakly depends on the
background conditions, with a similar ratio for all ranges of fluxes. We can also notice
that for large a, heat fluxes calculated using Andreas and Cash (1999)’s method are
less affected by the change in a than those calculated using Alam and Curry (1997)’s.25

This is because its sensitivity to the lead width is stronger: as shown in Fig. 2, sig-
nificant variations in heat flux only occur for very narrow leads (1–25 m). The original
distribution (a= 2.4) is already very narrow and the resolution being equal to 10 m,
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almost all leads are already in that range. This explains the small difference with fluxes
calculated for even narrower distributions, i.e. a> 2.4. Overall, we can say that for a
lower bound of 10 m, the sensitivity of our calculations to the exponent a is relatively
small, which supports our approach of using the distribution found in only one particular
SPOT image, even if this distribution is not representative of all sea ice.5

We have also tested the sensitivity of the results to the smallest lead that can be
resolved, i.e. to L0, the lower bound to power law scaling on Fig. 4. Unlike the exponent
a, this parameter does not have a physical meaning and depends on the resolution of
the SPOT image. The probability distribution depends significantly on this variable: if
the lead width follows a power law distribution down to scales smaller than 10 m with10

exponent a= 2.4, leads smaller than 10 m would be even more abundant, e.g. there
would be about

( 5
10

)−a ∼ 5 times more 5 m-wide leads than 10 m-wide leads. As the
heat fluxes vary signicantly with lead width at this scale, the overall influence should
be important. We have chosen to consider a minimal lead width L0 = 1 m, which is the
order of magnitude of sea ice thickness. Alam and Curry (1997) have calculated heat15

fluxes down to 1 m and Andreas and Cash (1999) do not give a range of validity for
their formulations but they have used data down to fetches of several meters, and so
we will assume that their formulations will give a reasonable estimate at a resolution
of 1 m. As expected, both methods are sensitive to the smallest lead width that can
be resolved (Fig. 6). Changing the smallest lead considered in our calculation leads20

to an increase of the heat fluxes of 20–40 % using Alam and Curry (1997)’s method
and of 20–200 % using Andreas and Cash (1999)’s. We can see that the sensitivity
of the fluxes to the lower bound L0 seems to increase with the heat flux, i.e. with the
background instability. The large change obtained using Andreas and Cash (1999)’s
method is due to the fact the formulation is the most sensitive to lead width for narrow25

leads, as seen in previous sections. This method’s important sensitivity at small scales
may explain the large variability of results for different background conditions. An other
explanation may be that in these conditions (especially for low wind speeds – 3 m s−1

– where the increase is the most important), there is a change of regime with mostly
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forced convection for scales of 1 m and mostly free convection for scales of 10 m and
so very different heat fluxes.

The role of the lower bound L0 is important because it shows that the resolution of
the SPOT image has a strong influence on the calculation of the turbulent heat fluxes,
and probably in the good agreement between the values of heat fluxes calculated using5

the lead width distribution obtained from the SPOT image, and CLIO, which is repre-
sentative of large models and GCMs (Table 1). In other words, this agreement may be
partly fortuitous. This proves that the distribution of lead width is very important, espe-
cially at small scales (1–10 m), because it is at these scales that it has the strongest
influence on heat flux calculations. This argues for further observations and analyses10

at such small scales.

4 Discussion

In our calculations, we have only considered the leads individually. However, the spatial
distribution of leads is likely to play a role in the turbulent heat transfers. In a modeling
study, Lüpkes et al. (2008a) showed that the convective plume created by a 1 km-wide15

lead extended over several kilometers downwind of the lead and could therefore affect
leads in that area. Moreover, the moisture released by water openings in a cold envi-
ronment favors the apparition of clouds: Khvorostyanov et al. (2003) have combined
data and a model to simulate the cloud created over the Beaufort Sea polynya (about
20 km wide). Such a cloud extended for more than 100 km downwind and played a20

large role in the radiative balance of the area. Therefore, the effect of leads on each
other through heating due to the release of sensible heat or through the formation of
clouds should be investigated in more detail.

Our formulations taking into account the distribution of lead widths are based on bi-
nary images where the surface is either open water or thick ice. However, the histogram25

of the SPOT image (Fig. 3b) shows that the peaks associated to leads correspond to
different colors. This is due to the fact that there are different states of refreezing over
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leads. Pinto et al. (2003) have studied the refreezing of leads and noticed that the
surface of the openings wider than 20 m was refrozen after 5–24 h. The refreezing pro-
cess has different stages and the heat fluxes over a lead decrease as newly-formed ice
gets thicker. Ultimately, the heat fluxes over a refrozen lead are equal to their minimal
values once the ice is covered by snow. The refreezing distribution over the SPOT5

image should be also taken into account to better evaluate the heat fluxes over leads.

5 Conclusions

Turbulent heat fluxes over sea ice leads depend strongly on the lead width and de-
crease with increasing lead width. Narrow leads (several meters) are over two times
more efficient at transmitting turbulent heat than larger ones (several hundreds of me-10

ters). Leads over several hundreds meters can be considered as open ocean and heat
fluxes over them do not depend on lead width anymore.

Using a SPOT satellite image of Arctic sea ice, we have seen that the distribution of
lead width follows a power law P (X )∼X−a with a∼2.4, for leads of widths 20–2000 m.
Narrow leads are therefore the most abundant.15

We have found that the mean heat fluxes over open water are up to 55 % larger when
considering the lead width distribution obtained from the SPOT image, compared to the
situation where the open water is concentrated in one large lead. Therefore the lead
width distribution should be taken into account when calculating heat fluxes over open
water.20

Climate model parameterizations do not take into account the lead width distribu-
tion explicitly. We have compared our calculations of heat fluxes that take into account
the lead width distribution with heat fluxes as calculated by a state of the art coupled
ocean/sea ice model (CLIO). Although CLIO does not take into account the lead width
distribution, the difference with our estimations is somewhat reduced (5–30 %). How-25

ever, this relatively good agreement may be partly fortuitous. Indeed, the heat fluxes
calculated for a power law distribution of lead widths heavily depends on the lower
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bound of scale invariance. In the case analyzed here, this bound was imposed by the
resolution of the image (10 m). If scaling holds down to smaller scales (e.g. 1 m), cal-
culated heat fluxes would increase by up to a factor of 2, and the agreement with CLIO
will no longer hold.

This work shows that turbulent heat transfers between the ocean and the atmosphere5

in ice-covered oceans strongly depends on the distribution of lead widths, especially
at very small scales (smaller than 50 m). Consequently, a better characterization of
lead patterns at such fine scales is worth pursuing. Our estimations may be a first step
towards a subgrid scale parameterization of the spatial distribution of open water for
heat flux calculations in ocean/sea ice coupled models10

Appendix A

Equations from Andreas and Cash (1999)

∆zT and ∆zQ are defined by:

∆zT =
(
νD
∆B

)1/3

(A1)15

∆zQ =
(
νDw

∆B

)1/3

(A2)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity of air and ∆B is the buoyancy difference:

∆B=
g

T̄

(
∆T +

0.61T̄∆Q

1+0.61Q̄

)
(A3)

L is the Obukhov length, calculated using the method defined in Andreas and Murphy
(1986):20

L−1 =8.0
(

0.65
r

+0.079−0.0043r
)

Rib (A4)
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Rib =−
rg

T

Ts−Tr
U2
r

(A5)

Appendix B

Equations from Alam and Curry (1997)

This method is complex and involves numerous parameters. We advise the reader5

to consult the original study: Alam and Curry (1997). Their Table 2 gives the lead
integral sensible heat fluxes as function of lead width for the background atmospheric
conditions that we have considered.

Appendix C
10

Equations to compute heat fluxes as in CLIO

We have followed the method described in Goosse et al. (2000), to calculate heat fluxes
over open water in unstable conditions.

Hs =ρcpcshUr (Tr −Ts) (C1)

Hl =ρLwcleUr (qr −qs) (C2)15

where Ur , Tr and qr are the air velocity, temperature and specific humidity, respectively,
at the altitude r = 10 m. Ts and qs are the temperature and specific humidity right at
the surface of the open water. qs is calculated as a function of the vapor pressure at
saturation es:

qs =
0.622es

P −0.378es
(C3)20
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es =611×10Tr−273.16)/(Tr−b) (C4)

where P = 105 Pa is the atmospheric pressure, (a,b) = (7.5,35.86) are two empirical
coefficients.

The transfer coefficients csh and cle are:

csh =0.0327
k

ln(r/z0)
Φsh(Tr ,Ts,qr ,qs,u∗)=cshNΦsh(Tr ,Ts,qr ,qs,u∗) (C5)5

cle =0.0346
k

ln(r/z0)
Φle(Tr ,Ts,qr ,qs,u∗)=cleNΦle(Tr ,Ts,qr ,qs,u∗) (C6)

with z0 = 0.032u2
∗
g is the roughness length, u∗ is the friction velocity. Φsh and Φle are

functions that take into account the stability of the air above the surface. In stable
conditions, they are equal to 1 and in unstable conditions,

Φsh(Tr ,Ts,qr ,qs,u∗)=

√
cM/cMN

1−cshNk−1C−1/2
MN ΨH (r/L)

(C7)10

Φle(Tr ,Ts,qr ,qs,u∗)=

√
cM/cMN

1−cleNk−1C−1/2
MN ΨL(r/L)

(C8)

√
cM/cMN =

(
1−
√
CMNk

−1ΨM (r/L)
)−1

(C9)

cMN =
k2

ln2(r/z0)
(C10)

T0 = Tr (1+2.2×10−3Trqr ) (C11)
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ΨM (A)=2ln
(

1+A
2

)
+ ln

(
1+A2

2

)
−2arctanA+π/2 (C12)

ΨH (A)=ΨL(A)=2ln

(
1+A2

2

)
(C13)

with A=
(
1−16(r/L)

)1/4

r/L=
100r

T0u
2
∗/cM

((Tr −Ts+2.2×10−3T 2
0 (qs−qr )) (C14)

Appendix D5

Constants

ρ: the air density is computed from the equation of state of the perfect gases.
cp =1005 J Kg−1 K−1: specific heat of air.

Lw =2.5×10−6 J Kg−1 the latent heat of evaporation.10

g=9.8 m s−2: acceleration due to gravity.
D=1.86×10−5 m2 s−1: molecular diffusivity of heat in the air.
Dw =2.14×10−5 m2 s−1: molecular diffusivity of water vapor in the air.
ν=1.31×10−5 m2 s−1: kinematic viscosity of air.
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Table 1. Sensible heat fluxes over open water calculated from the different methods, and using
different width distributions: the binary images corresponding to thresholds 115 and 125 and
a distribution where all open water constitutes one large lead (“open”). The heat fluxes for
(th=115), (th=125) and “open” distributions are averages of 500 simulations over 500 random
horizontal or vertical transects. Heat fluxes calculated in CLIO do not depend on lead width
distributions.

Conditions Andreas and Cash (1999) Alam and Curry (1997) CLIO

th=115 th=125 Open th=115 th=125 Open

∆T =10◦;U =3 m s−1 102 106 76 65 67 60 68
∆T =10◦;U =5 m s−1 151 155 115 106 112 87 107
∆T =10◦;U =7 m s−1 183 187 149 157 168 115 147
∆T =20◦;U =3 m s−1 195 201 151 152 157 138 161
∆T =20◦;U =5 m s−1 293 304 216 241 256 194 248
∆T =20◦;U =7 m s−1 377 388 285 349 375 252 337
∆T =30◦;U =3 m s−1 289 298 235 255 264 230 273
∆T =30◦;U =5 m s−1 425 441 316 399 424 318 416
∆T =30◦;U =7 m s−1 557 577 412 569 613 405 559
∆T =40◦;U =3 m s−1 389 399 327 373 387 335 405
∆T =40◦;U =5 m s−1 554 574 420 581 619 460 609
∆T =40◦;U =7 m s−1 728 755 536 819 885 578 814
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Table 2. as in Table 1 but for latent heat fluxes.

Conditions Andreas and Cash (1999) CLIO

th=115 th=125 Open

∆T =10◦;U =3 m s−1 50 52 37 33
∆T =10◦;U =5 m s−1 74 76 56 51
∆T =10◦;U =7 m s−1 90 92 73 70
∆T =20◦;U =3 m s−1 71 74 55 58
∆T =20◦;U =5 m s−1 107 111 79 89
∆T =20◦;U =7 m s−1 138 142 104 120
∆T =30◦;U =3 m s−1 81 83 66 77
∆T =30◦;U =5 m s−1 119 124 89 115
∆T =30◦;U =7 m s−1 156 162 116 154
∆T =40◦;U =3 m s−1 86 88 73 90
∆T =40◦;U =5 m s−1 123 127 93 134
∆T =40◦;U =7 m s−1 161 167 119 178
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Fig. 1. Mean wind U over sea ice, TIBL depth h and temperature difference ∆T between water
and the air in the TIBL as a function of fetch Xf after the discontinuity between ice and water.
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Fig. 2. Integral sensible heat flux as function of lead width. Blue curves are computed with
Alam and Curry (1997)’s method, green curves are computed with Andreas and Cash (1999)’s.
Solid and dashed lines correspond to ∆T = 30 ◦C, U = 7 m s−1 and ∆T = 10 ◦C, U = 3 m s−1,
respectively.
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Fig. 3. (a) Greyscale satellite SPOT image of the sea ice cover of size 5977×6618 pixels taken
April 6th, 1996 (i.e. early spring), centered around 80◦11′ N, 108◦33′ W covering 60×66 km2.
On the right is the luminance scale of the picture. (b) Pixel color histogram of the SPOT image;
the dashed lines correspond to the two thresholds 115 and 125. (c) and (d) Binary images for
th=115 and th=125. 2794
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Fig. 4. Lead width distribution along all vertical or horizontal transects on the SPOT image
for the two different thresholds. We have divided the distribution associated to (th=125) by a
factor 100 for clarity purposes.
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Fig. 5. Ratios of the sensible heat fluxes calculated with the two methods: Andreas and Cash
(1999)’s (green) and Alam and Curry (1997)’s (blue) for two distributions of lead width ex-
ponents: a= 1.6 (plus) and a= 3.2 (dots) to the fluxes calculated for a= 2.4, for the same
atmospheric conditions as in Table 1.
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Fig. 6. Ratio of the sensible heat fluxes calculated with resolution L0 = 1 m to L0 = 10 m using
both methods: Andreas and Cash (1999)’s (green) and Alam and Curry (1997)’s (blue) for
the same power law exponent a= 2.4 and for the same atmospheric conditions as in Table 1.
Note that in this calculation, Andreas and Cash (1999)’s highest ratios are for low wind speed
(U =3 m s−1).
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